As the president and vice president of operations for Acme Mechanical, Inc. leave the monthly cost-to-complete meeting on the St. Joseph’s Hospital Expansion project, both are visibly upset and shocked. The president tells the vice president that they need to meet for a few minutes to discuss what they just heard. Once inside the president’s office, they close the door and begin to criticize the project manager because for the third month in a row, they will take a significant write-down on this project.

For the first eight months, the project manager had been telling them that it was going to be tight, but the project was on budget. For the last three months, the project has been stuck at 85% complete, labor costs continue to escalate, and the cumulative write-downs approach a quarter of a million dollars. Everyone, including the project manager, is surprised, hoping that the latest cost-to-complete forecast is accurate and that the project has truly found the bottom.

Does this sound familiar? It happens every month across the industry. Project managers recognize too late in the project that they are going to have significant cost overruns and write-downs. How and why does this happen so often? Having worked with thousands of contractors and tens of thousands of project managers, FMI has developed a good understanding of the reasons behind poor and inaccurate cost-to-complete (CTC) forecasts and why so many companies get surprised with bad news at the end of their projects. While forecasting all of the direct costs and general conditions is an important element of developing an accurate CTC, this lesson will focus on the most variable direct cost item, labor.

The best and most accurate labor CTC is still a forecast or estimate, no matter
how well it is done. By definition, a forecast or estimate is a prediction that includes both objective (science) and subjective elements (art). As a result, risk and uncertainty are central to estimating and forecasting, and usually there will be some variance between actual and estimated labor costs. Therefore, the objective to develop a good CTC should be to minimize this variance through use of as much objectivity as possible. Because there are so many moving parts and pieces, developing a reliable CTC requires a broad understanding of the various items that can affect it. Below, we will examine a number of key elements that ultimately impact the quality and reliability of a CTC forecast.

KEY ELEMENTS THAT IMPACT THE CTC

1. Role of the Project Manager.
   
   On a basic level, how the role of the project manager is defined within your company has an impact on the CTC and the project manager’s ability to prepare a good CTC. If you believe and support the idea that the project manager’s primary responsibilities are to manage the project, know where the project stands financially at all times, and accurately estimate the direct costs for all of the remaining work on a project, you have the role defined correctly. You also have an immediate advantage over other companies that believe the project manager should simply be an administrative manager or glorified submittal clerk. The companies that do the best job on CTC have project managers who are accountable and responsible for overall financial performance of the project. They work closely with the field managers, but are truly the “managers” of projects. Said simply, FMI believes that field managers should be held accountable for meeting and/or beating the budgeted labor hours, and project managers should be accountable and responsible for meeting and/or beating all budgeted direct costs, including labor costs. If you define the project manager’s role more as the administrative type and less as a real manager, you would be better-served to change his or her title to what FMI would call a “project witness.”

2. Good Project Budget.
   
   Good cost-to-complete forecasting requires a good project budget. This means that prior to starting work and incuring actual labor costs, the project manager and field manager have worked collaboratively to set up the format and logic for how labor costs and hours will be tracked on the project. This includes things like how many labor codes are appropriate and a work breakdown structure that closely mirrors how the project will actually be constructed in the field. The objective should be to have just enough labor codes to know where the project is over or under
Budget on labor and be able to identify specifically how each work task is performing. If left to a detailed and analytical estimator, the project budget would have hundreds of labor codes. If left to the field manager responsible for reporting, coding and tracking time, the budget would have one code for labor. Somewhere between these extremes of labor codes is preferable for all projects and best determined by the project manager and field manager, who will be responsible for having to estimate future labor and prepare the monthly CTCs. Benefits of requiring the project manager and field manager to work together on developing the project budget include:

- It forces the people executing the project to really understand and plan it, and is one element of good preplanning.
- It results in a logical budget with the correct number of phases, labor codes and work breakdown structure. If the budget makes sense to the team, the chance of getting things tracked and coded correctly is much better. Doing CTC when the budget is logical and costs are accurately coded is also much easier.
- It creates buy-in and ownership of the project budget. This eliminates any potential finger-pointing between estimating and operations at the end of the project, particularly if there are labor cost overruns.
- It identifies bid busts and estimate problems early. Rather than finding out that the original estimate was wrong at 80% complete, this budgeting process allows the team to identify any problems early, thereby giving it a much better chance of developing a solution or finding items to save labor somewhere else on the project. The original project budget really serves as the initial CTC. If a problem is identified and everyone agrees that the estimate has problems, this is the time to recognize and acknowledge it. Ignoring it and hope that it goes away is only going to delay the problem.

3. Accurate Productivity Tracking and Reporting.
Odds of reliable CTCs increase with accurate tracking and reporting of productivity and time. Productivity is defined as output per unit of input. In construction, this is often measured as units/man-hour or units/man-day. When developing a CTC, knowing the actual production rates on the work installed to date is a huge advantage. The field manager should be measuring, tracking and reporting the quantity of work installed every day. For companies that require their field managers only to track time and report it to a code without tracking the actual amount of work installed, trying to identify how much work is remaining and the labor required to complete it will be subjective at best.
By having real data that shows the actual quantity of work installed and the man-hours/man-days required to install it, determining exactly how much work and labor estimates remain will be much more objective.

4. Agreement on Percent Complete.

In addition to having productivity data for the work installed job to date, a reliable CTC requires the project manager and field manager to walk the job, review every work task and agree to the percent complete. By tracking production daily as described above, these tasks should be much easier, since the productivity data should provide a summary of the amount of work installed. By knowing the budgeted quantities from the takeoff and quantities installed to date, the team can come close to quantifying the remaining work to be completed. Companies with reliable CTCs require the project manager and field manager to be in complete agreement on the percent complete and, at least, on the labor hours to complete the remaining work. While most project managers and field managers understand the basic concept of percent complete, many do not know that to be most accurate and reliable, it has to be calculated as follows:

\[
Percent \text{ Complete} = \frac{\text{Costs to Date}}{\text{Costs to Date} + \text{Costs to Complete Remaining Work}}
\]

5. Changing Production Rates.

Even with good productivity data on the work that has been installed and an accurate assessment of what work needs to be completed, there is a certain amount of art and judgment that goes into forecasting CTC. Simply assuming that you will continue to work at the same production rates as the work to date is not a good assumption. There are a number of variables that can and will cause the productivity rates on the project to change. The project team should consider these and adjust the estimated production rates on the remaining work accordingly. A few variables to consider include the following:

- Productivity in the first and last 10% of a project is rarely as high as it is in the middle 80%. This is sometimes referred to as the S-curve of production. There are a number of factors that cause this, but if this fact is not recognized, the labor CTC will likely be underestimated.
• The more change orders a project has and the later in the project that they occur become big factors that drive productivity. On projects with significant changes, particularly ones that occur toward the end, overall productivity is negatively and significantly impacted.

• The quality and reliability of the general contractor’s or construction manager’s scheduling and trade contractor coordination are also big factors that impact productivity.

• Trade stacking, overstaffing, weather, temperature, climate and overtime are also productivity killers that must be considered when estimating the amount of labor required to complete the remaining work.


A labor plan/schedule for the project is another way to help validate and add objectivity to the CTC. A good labor plan/schedule is developed by the project manager and superintendent at the beginning of the project and updated on a monthly or even weekly basis. The labor plan/schedule should mirror the overall project schedule and include crew sizes and durations for each work activity. It should also aggregate in such a way as to reconcile with the budgeted man-hours per activity and the total of all budgeted project labor hours.

The labor plan includes how individual activities will be staffed on the project from start to finish. If at any time the actual number of people on the project varies from the plan, the project team needs to evaluate. If the number of people on the project is larger than planned but activity durations and/or the completion date is not changing, beware; you are about to have an unpleasant surprise! If the labor plan/schedule was used to help develop your previous CTC, the team must be disciplined enough to maintain the planned crew sizes. All too often, the general contractor or construction manager demands more manpower from the trade contractors to complete the final push of the project, and undisciplined trades react by sending more labor. If put under still more pressure, they then begin working overtime. Sending more bodies and working more overtime typically cause a decrease to productivity (units/man-hour) and create a huge, unexpected labor overrun late in the project.

7. Change Orders.

A good CTC requires that the project cost budget must be current and reflective of all change orders. In spite of the contractual terms, rarely do trade
contractors have a signed change order in hand before starting work on a change order. In many cases, the contract actually requires them to complete the directed work with no agreement on price. While any objective person would clearly consider this an unfair practice in allocating risks, it has become an industry norm. The result is that the trade contractor performs the work, takes all of the risks and ends up negotiating a price, often for a fraction of the true cost, months after the work is completed.

Since one data point for doing a CTC is the most current job cost report, it is important to ensure that the budgeted labor costs and budgeted labor hours are updated at the time that we commit to perform the work. It may be necessary to wait until you have received a signed change order to recognize the additional revenue from the change order; it is far too late to update your budget. The cost budget for estimated labor dollars and hours for change-order work must be entered at the time you commit to do the work. How and whether you get paid for this work may depend on receiving a signed change order, but this is a completely different issue.

Remember, your estimators are expected to provide a CTC on every project that they bid with a half-baked set of plans, absolutely no real productivity history for the specific project and no work completed to date. By having the benefit of actual work put in place, some real production data and a deeper knowledge of the project that comes with time, it is more than fair and realistic to expect your project managers to have much more reliable estimates and forecasts than your estimators were able to produce on bid day.

This lesson only begins to address the basics of a good CTC for labor. There are many other intricacies and nuisances to developing an accurate and reliable forecast for all of the direct costs on a project. The major areas described only begin to outline the art and science that go into this complex and confusing topic. Hopefully, this lesson provides some basic guardrails and a starting point by which to evaluate whether your company’s CTC process is accurate and reliable.
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